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Cover: Peter Rice on the shore of Ushibuka Bay, Japan, 1987
Photographer: Hiroki Kameda, courtesy Sylvia Rice
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Traces of Peter Rice
Above: Peter Rice, Notting Hill, ca 1969
Photographer unknown, courtesy Sylvia Rice

In 1992 Peter Rice (1935–1992) was awarded the
RIBA Gold Medal in recognition of his outstanding
contributions to the design of the built environment.
Twenty years on, ‘Traces of Peter Rice’ celebrates the
life and work of Ireland’s most pioneering structural
engineer of the late 20th century.
Through his innovative use of glass, steel and
other materials and his advances in the field of light
weight structures, Peter Rice pushed the boundaries
of his discipline, so that today his ‘traces’ are evident
in buildings worldwide. His work is at times also
characterised by an interest in the physics of natural
light. This exhibition pinpoints design stories from five
of Rice’s projects. They include the Centre Pompidou,
also known as Beaubourg, Paris, in the 1970s; the
Menil Collection, Houston; the Museum of Science and
Industry at Parc de la Villette, Paris; the Full-Moon
Theatre, Gourgoubès, in the 1980s; and a proposal for
the Groninger Museum in the Netherlands with artist
Frank Stella. This last project remained at design
stage, but formed the basis of the scheme for The Ship
after Peter Rice’s untimely death in 1992.
Born in Dublin and raised in Dundalk, Ireland,
Rice began working for Arup in London in 1956 after
graduating from Queen’s University, Belfast. Shortly
afterwards he joined the design team on the Sydney
Opera House. He remained at Arup throughout his life,
becoming a director of Ove Arup and Partners in 1977.
In 1982 he also co-founded Rice Francis Ritchie (RFR)
with Martin Francis and Ian Ritchie in Paris, which
was to focus on the innovative and experimental.
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One such project was the collaboration with
opera designer Humbert Camerlo on the Full-Moon
Theatre at Gourgoubès, an amphitheatre lit only
by reflected moonlight.
Rice did not settle for standard solutions. Instead, the
selected stories demonstrate the constant iteration and
collaborative design process inherent in his way of
working, exemplified by his long-term collaboration with
his Arup colleague, the mechanical engineer Tom Barker
and most famously with architects Renzo Piano and
Richard Rogers. Peter Rice was a humanist, known for
his analytic skills and enquiring mind, and his designs
often challenged the status quo. He took inspiration from
the world around him and while his projects continue
to appeal to new generations, his personality and talent
endure in the memories of those who worked with him.
The exhibition features prototypes, maquettes,
drawings, paintings, photography and documentation
of performance testing. There are also references to
Peter Rice’s love of poetry, his interests in horse racing
and nature as well as personal photographs, which
capture the spirit of his times.

Peter Rice at a design meeting with architect Yutaka Saito, 1990
Photographer Koji Kobayashi, © Koji Kobayashi
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Centre Pompidou 1971 – 1977
Gerberettes of Beaubourg under construction, 1975
Photographer: Bernard Vincent, © Bernard Vincent
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Against all odds, two young architects, Richard Rogers
and Renzo Piano, leading a multi-talented international
team of friends and associates, won the 1971 competition
to design a new cultural centre for the people of Paris
in the heart of its historic Marais district. They had
been encouraged to enter by Ted Happold, who at that
time headed Arup’s Structures 3 group, which included
Lennart Grut and Peter Rice. The group was to play a
key role in the project. The competition took place only
three years after the student and worker movements
of 1968 and the Beaubourg design team sought to create
an unintimidating, playful building which defied the
grandeur of conventional museum architecture.
Beaubourg was the making of Peter Rice. His
previous experience of working on the Sydney Opera
House in the early 1960s gave him the confidence to
be bold and contribute to the Beaubourg design, which
continued to shift and evolve as the building took shape.
In order to make the structure more transparent, the
‘gerberette’, a pivotal beam named after German bridge
engineer Heinrich Gerber (1832–1912), replaced the
shorter outer-trussed beam of the original structural
system submitted at competition stage.
Rice’s decision to produce the gerberettes from cast
steel went against conventional industrial practice. He
had been inspired by the cast-steel nodes on the space
frame structure of the 1970 Osaka World Fair in Japan.
Casting the material rather than using the machinefinished standard componentry involved the skill of crafts
men whose workmanship – so admired by Rice – remained
evident in the final textured surface of the gerberettes.
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Cast steel is, however, more susceptible to cracking
and therefore challenging to use for load-bearing
elements. When the first gerberette was tested it failed
at half the design load, plunging the project into crisis.
Rice worked together with a team of specialists at Arup
to try to solve the problem. In the nick of time, a solution
was found through the advice regarding heat treatment
of the cast steel by Professor Karl Kussmaul and other
academics at the Materials Testing Institute, Stuttgart
University. Adopting techniques usually used to control
fracture mechanics in the design of pressure vessels and
aircraft, the team achieved a flexible cast-steel support
system, which defines the Beaubourg architecture we
see today.
After the death of President Georges Pompidou in
May 1974 Beaubourg was renamed Centre Pompidou.

Skilled construction worker positioning pin in pinion base on Beaubourg site, 1975
Photographer: Bernard Vincent, © Bernard Vincent

Beaubourg design team on site during excavation, 1972
Photographer: Daniel Quesney, © Daniel Quesney
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The Menil Collection 1982 – 1987
Renzo Piano and Peter Rice assessing prototype leaf, 1983
Photographer: David Crossley, © David Crossley
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The commission by Mrs Dominique de Menil to create
a new museum in Houston, Texas, to house her extensive
collections of antiquities, oceanic sculpture and modern
art saw the blossoming of the extraordinary working
relationship that had developed between Renzo Piano
and Peter Rice since Beaubourg: ‘Actually it was hard
to say where the architect ended and the engineer
began and vice-versa.’ (Renzo Piano)
De Menil, a visionary patron of the arts with an
active interest in architecture, challenged her new
design team to work out a scheme for the Menil
Collection that used natural light to illuminate her
galleries – and changeable, intense Texas daylight
at that. The design stage lasted around a year and a
half, allowing room for experimentation. They decided to
let in the more constant, cooler light from the north and
exclude direct light from the south. The team explored
the use of ferrocement leaves – roof elements acting like
louvres – attached to a ductile iron frame without bolted
joints, allowing a smooth transition between the two
materials. Like his choice of cast steel for the
gerberettes of the Centre Pompidou, Peter Rice was keen
to use materials that involved craftsmanship.
Ferrocement, a material usually used for boats, has
a delicacy and luminosity that suited the Menil project.
After being sprayed into the mould it was finished by
master plasterers. Ductile iron, a form of cast iron but
without its typical brittleness and sharp surfaces, is
sometimes characterised by irregularities not found
in machine-produced structures.
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There followed a lengthy period of testing and proto
typing as the use of these materials for such a roof
structure was unknown territory. Numerous scale
prototypes and mock-ups were created. As Renzo Piano
wrote: ‘Without all this effort, this lengthy meticulous
project that was both artisanal and scientific would
never have succeeded.’

Opposite: The Menil Collection, interior view, 1987
Photographer: Richard Bryant, © Richard Bryant
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The Full-Moon Theatre 1987 – 1992

Maquette for the Full-Moon Theatre, 1987
Photographer: Humbert Camerlo, © Humbert Camerlo

‘The project is not a problem we can solve quickly. It’s
not part of the modern misconception that we all have
so little time to live, that if something is not done by
tomorrow, then it is not worth doing. The Full-Moon
Theatre is a project of many life-times.’
- Peter Rice, ‘An Engineer Imagines’
Nestled in the Cévennes mountains, north of
Montpellier, is a small dry stone amphitheatre. It was
built by Moroccan stonemasons in 1991 according to
a geometry designed at Arup in London to face the locus
of the summer full moon. The theatre forms part of the
Ateliers de Gourgoubès, a cross-disciplinary centre
of experimentation devised and run by French opera
director Humbert Camerlo.
If the Menil Collection was a project involving the
diffusion and control of sunlight, the Full-Moon Theatre
was all about reflecting, collecting and amplifying
moonlight with minimal technical intervention. Perfor
mances could only be staged for the few days around the
time of the full moon when its light was intense enough.
This project was artisanal, ephemeral and dependent
on seasonal weather conditions as well as the moon
cycles. The theatre required the participation of people
from all walks of life to try out new ideas, including
viewers and visitors as well as the technical team. It
was suspended in the realm of the experimental and
incomplete, and was a metaphor for all that Peter Rice
held dear. For Humbert Camerlo it was ‘a symbol of the
integration between art, science and the environment’.
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Large reflectors were required to focus the moonlight
on to the stage. Rice had formed a team including
Andy Sedgwick at Arup in London and Nicolas Prouvé
at RFR in Paris, both junior engineers at the time.
They were tasked with developing the geometry of the
principal parabolic reflectors, Kepler and Archimedes,
while Humbert Camerlo designed the slatted Copernic.
Between 1991 and 1992 the two engineers pursued an
intensive dialogue of faxed calculations. These were
then sent on to Gourgoubès where, in the craft work–
shop, the reflectors were constructed out of silver mylar
sheeting stretched onto timber frameworks and tested
by family and friends at the site.
The mirrored dome, designed by Tristan Simmonds,
contains the early maquette used by Humbert Camerlo
in 1987 to test his concept for reflecting moonlight
using concave shaving mirrors. The slide projections
show images from Peter Rice’s 1986 talk ‘Exploring the
Boundaries of Design’, carefully conserved by renowned
architectural editor and archivist Monica Pidgeon
(1913-2009).
Further images from the Gourgoubès archive show the
development of the Full-Moon Theatre between 1991
and 1992, including of the moonlit performance on
27 June 1991 by Connecticut dance ensemble Momix,
choreographed by Moses Pendleton; and tests of the
reflectors by neighbours, friends and family, the following
summer. Peter Rice’s great personal attachment to
Gourgoubès can be seen in the images of his daughter
Julia’s wedding there in June 1992, a joyous occasion that
took place just a few months before his death on 25 October.
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The Full-Moon Theatre seen from the stage, 1991
Photographer: Humbert Camerlo, © Humbert Camerlo
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Museum of Science and Industry
at Parc de la Villette, Paris 1984

The ‘Facades Bioclimatiques’ on the greenhouses or
‘Serres’ of the La Villette science museum in Paris were
a breakthrough in the use of structural glass and tensile
cable truss bracing systems. They were created in
response to architect Adrien Fainsilber’s design concept
of highly transparent ‘buffer zones’ between the museum
and the future park.
Peter Rice and his Paris RFR team applied investment
casting and spherical bearings usually associated with
aeronautical and yachting technologies to solve the
interface between brittle glass and flexible cable trusses.
The ‘H’ configuration support connects 2×2m, 12mm
thick tempered glass panels suspended in a series from
the stainless steel tubular structural frame with a strut
link back to the cable truss to restrain the glass curtain
against wind loads.
Component elements of the four-point assembly, © Hugh Dutton

Peter Rice in the Serres at La Villette observed by Hugh Dutton, 1990
Photographer: Michel Denancé, © Michel Denancé
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From Museum to Ship 1990 – 2007
A project by Frank Stella
The Ship by Frank Stella (installation view) at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 2007
Photographer: Martin Francis, © Martin Francis,
courtesy the artist
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Frank Stella first met Peter Rice in 1988. Two years
later the artist and the engineer began working together
on a proposal for an upper wing of the new Groninger
Museum in the Netherlands, which was to be designed
by Alessandro Mendini. Stella’s concept was based on
Chinese lattice designs and Peter Rice use early forms
of 3D computer graphics to model the leaf and turn it
into a buildable form, which he proposed to be made
from Teflon-coated fabric stretched on to a timber
structure. The project remained at concept stage for
many years before it was revisited by Frank Stella
working with Martin Francis in 2003.
The leaf form was created using parametric modelling
techniques which enable the artist to modify the shape
in real time and to view the results.
Stella then decided to build a full size (15 metre
long) sculpture out of glass fibre composite skinned
with carbon fibre. A team at Arup, under the direction
of Pat Dallard, calculated the structure and produced
the laminate schedule. Stella acquired a 5 axis milling
machine to shape the high density foam cores and his
team built the sculpture in his studio in Newburg, USA.
The sculpture, now called The Ship, was included
in the 2007 retrospective ‘Frank Stella: Painting into
Architecture’ at the Metropolitan Museum of Art,
New York City. It was displayed emerging from a wall
so that people could move in and around it.
Frank Stella had finally partially achieved the
experience of moving through his work which had been
an original objective of the Groninger Museum project
that he had begun with Peter Rice 17 years earlier.
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Farmleigh Gallery
Castleknock
Phoenix Park
Dublin 15

The exhibition is accompanied by the publication,
‘Traces of Peter Rice’, featuring essays and
interviews by family, friends, scholars and colleagues
including Renzo Piano, Richard Rogers, Jack Zunz,
Amanda Levete and Andy Sedgwick and exhibition
curator Jennifer Greitschus. Edited by Kevin Barry,
Professor Emeritus, School of Humanities, National
University of Galway, the book provides an
indispensable foundation to further study of the
life and career of Peter Rice.
Published by The Lilliput Press, the publication
is a collaboration between Arup, Culture Ireland,
the Centre Culturel Irlandais and the Irish Office
of Public Works.
Hardback £20
ISBN: 9781 84351 3865
133 pages

www.facebook.com/farmleighgallery
+353 1 815 5900

Design: Wolfram Wiedner studio

Opening times:
Tuesday - Sunday 10am - 5pm
(Admission desk closed 1-2pm)
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The people along the sand
All turn and look one way.
They turn their back on the land.
They look at the sea all day.
As long as it takes to pass
A ship keeps raising its hull;
The wetter ground like glass
Reflects a standing gull.
The land may vary more;
But wherever the truth may be-The water comes ashore,
And the people look at the sea.
They cannot look out far.
They cannot look in deep.
But when was that ever a bar
To any watch they keep?
– Robert Frost, ‘Neither Out Far Nor In Deep’
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